
International golf tournament GORKI SPB OPEN 2019 & «Scarlet Sails» event 
Package tour: 20.06 – 23.06.2019  

 
GORKI OPEN is a unique golf tournament, which will take place in one of the most beautiful 
cities in Europe during the White Nights in St. Petersburg.  
Become a member of one of the most prestigious golf events in Russia. The tournament will take 
place in the days of the event «Scarlet Sails». 
 "Scarlet Sails" became the brightest event in Europe in 2016. Night Show is a unique performance on the 
water, where the main event is the passage along the embankments of the ship with scarlet sails. His 
solemn movement is accompanied by specially trained light show, fireworks and water performance. All show fully 
synchronized with music.  

 
Program:  
20.06 Arrival to St.Petersburg. Transfer to GORKI Golf &Resort. Accommodation at 4* hotel. 
Unlimited golf. Practice round. 
21.06 Golf tournament «GORKI SPB OPEN 2019»  
Breakfast and registration to the tournament  
Start of the tournament  
Dinner at Clubhouse restaurant 
Transfer to the city center. Night program with prize ceremony at panoramic view to the great event on water 
«Scarlet Sails». Transfer to the hotel after the show. 
22.06  Excursion program at St.Petersburg (extra payment)  or  Unlimited golf at GORKI Golf &Resort 
23.06  Departure from St.Petersburg. 
 

Rate of the tour for the participants of the tournament:  Double € 445 per person, Single € 570  
Include: 
- Accommodation at GORKI Golf &Resort 4 *, standard room with B/B  
- Participation in the golf tournament «GORKI SPB OPEN»  
- Unlimited golf at GORKI Golf Club for 2 days 
- Picnic-lunch and dinner on the day of the tournament  
- The awards ceremony, prizes and "Scarlet Sails" night program on 21.06  
- Transfer from airport to hotel and back according the program  
- Group transfer from GORKI Golf & Resort to the Scarlet Sails show and back  
 

GORKI Tourism office:  e-mail ORadchenko@gorkigolf.ru   phone +7 812 318 0990, mobile +79811914345     

    


